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The societal relevance of heritage is widely recognized. It can for example inspire people, contribute 
to more cohesive societies, and serve as a catalyst for exchanges between people. At the same time it 
appears to be difficult to name and define heritage spaces and places. As such, the question ‘who 
decides what heritage is, and whose heritage it is?’ is still a core question within the field of both spatial 
planning and heritage studies. In this article we argue that attempts to formulate a general definition 
that is valid for different people, at different times, and in different context, fail because time and 
again the focus remains to be either on the physical (heritage-as-thing), or on the representational 
(heritage-as-construction) perspective to heritage. Less attention has been paid to approaches which 
address adaptability and flexibility in order to deal with an ongoing heritage valuation process by 
communities and other stakeholders in heritage management processes. Therefore, this paper 
indicates to go beyond these aforementioned approaches, and argues to link heritage to a more 
extensive mixture of relations with (for instance) other heritage sites, previous experiences, and 
memories, feelings and emotions wrapped up in our encounters with heritage. We explore the 
potential of this third, more radically post-structuralist perspective on heritage, which we call an 
‘evolutionary heritage approach’. We argue that this approach links heritage back with being human 
and living, so that it emerges from the feelings of being, becoming and belonging. As such, an 
evolutionary heritage approach - which encompasses various, changing, perceptions of heritage - 
provides a more precise definition of heritage therewith allowing us to explain what heritage does in 
terms of feelings, values, emotions, and personal experiences. 
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